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Fig. 2 Farmers’ trajectories of change in agricultural practices after
Farmer Field Schools for rainy season crops in 3 consultative FFS in
western Burkina Faso (top line: block a, b, c) and 3 collaborative FFS
in northern Togo (bottom line: block d, e, f). The grey boxes display the
FFS code described in table 1 and the time span between the start of the FFS
and the survey. The scaling and codes for the two axis on legume cropping
and fertilization management practices are described in table 2.b. The
practices implemented within the FFS plots are highlighted in the rows

and columns in light grey (consultative FFS, Burkina Faso) and dark grey
(collaborative FFS, Togo). Each trajectory represents one individual farmer.
The first black dot represents the farmer’s practice at the beginning of the
participation to the FFS, the following dots (if there are any) represent the
successive changes in practices made by the farmer according the survey,
and the arrow represents the last change in practices made at the time of
interviewing. The dots do not correspond to each cropping season, only to
the successive changes in practices made by farmers.
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Fig. 3 Farmers’ trajectories of change in practices after Farmer Field
Schools for vegetable gardening in 4 collaborative FFS in northern
Togo. The grey boxes display the FFS code described in table1. The
scaling and codes for the two axis on legume cropping and fertilization
management practices are described in table 2.a. The rows and columns
in grey highlight the practices implemented within the FFS plots. The time
span between the start of the FFS and the survey is 5 years for all

represented FFS.Each trajectory represents one individual farmer. The
first black dot represents the farmer’s practice at the beginning of the
participation to the FFS, the following dots (if there are any) represent the
successive changes in practices made by the farmer according the survey,
and the arrow represents the last change in practices made at the time of
interviewing. The dots do not correspond to each cropping season, only to
the successive changes in practices made by farmers.
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